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identification in time series analysis. Their distribution can be 
computed exactly (see Palm & Sneek (1981)), but this is computationally 
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In this paper several approximations for the exact distribution of 
ratios of quadratic forms in normal variates are proposed. The per-
formance of these approximations is investigated for sample auto-
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with an autoregressive part, it is difficult to find a satisfactory 
approximation to the sample autocorrelation distribution, at least when 
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mating expansions do not necessarily improve if further terms are added to 
the expansion. 
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Some Approximations to the Exact Distribution pf Sample Autocorrelations 





Ratios of quadratic forms in normal variates with (positive) semi-
definite denominator, which we shall denote by RQFNV, arise in many 
econometrie applications (see e.g. Palm & Sneek (1981)). It is well 
known that the exact cumulative density function of these RQFNV can 
be computed, e.g. by transforming the ratio into a linear combination 
of chi-square distributed variables (LCCDV) and then using a procedure, 
due to Imhof (1961). However, the larger the number of normal variates 
(usually the number of observations), the more expensive the computation 
of the cumulative density function becomes. 
On the other hand, as the number of variates grows, results on the 
large sample distribution may become more appropriate to serve as 
approximations to the exact distribution. 
In this paper we investigate some approximations for the (cumulative) 
density function of RQFNV and illustrate our results using sample 
autocorrelations for stationary time series. These autocorrelations 
constitute an important tooi for identifying a model for the time series, 
and, when the observations are generated by a normally distributed ARMA 
process (see Box & Jenkins (1970)), the autocorrelations can be written 
as a RQFNV. 
In section 2 we give some concepts and definitions that are useful to 
establish a theoretical framework for approximations for (cumulative) 
density functions and stochastic variables in general. In section 3 we 
review the exact cumulative density function of RQFNV and LCCDV (we use 
the latter to establish the former). In section 4 we present some 
approximations for the (cumulative) density functions of RQFNV and LCCDV. 
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These approximations are mainly of an asymptotic type, and some of them 
are derived from the results in section 3. In section 5 we present some 
numerical results. Most important in this section is the evaluation of 
several approximations, given in section 4, to the exact cumulative 
density function of sample autocorrelations in ARMA models in some of 
its quantiles. Section 6 provides a brief summary and contains some 
concluding remarks. 
As the main purpose of this paper is to find reasonable approximations 
for the (cumulative) density function of sample autocorrelations in ARMA 
models, the results for the LCCDV serve this purpose. The performance of 
approximations to the cumulative density function of LCCDV in other 
situations requires more research. 
Some types of expansions 
In this section we consider expansions of a (density) function f(x) to 
a sequence of functions {K (x)} and expansions of a stochastic 
m m 
variable (s.-vO x to a sequence of variables {x } .We begin with the 
— —m m 
concept of asymptotic expansions. A function f(x) not only may possess 
more than one asymptotic expansion, also'a given asymptotic expansion may be 
the expansion for more than one function (see e.g. Murray (1974)). In all 
cases the expansion depends on a parameter n . On the one hand one is 
interested in the properties of the expansion when n -* n_ (without 
loss of generality one can take nn = °° ), on the other hand one is 
interested in its properties when n has some specific value,different £rom 
n^ . In this section we pay special attention to a class of orthonormal 
expansions (for density functions of a s.v. x_ only), because coefficients 
in these expansions appear as polynomials in the moments, a property that 
may be both statistically and computationally convenient. 
Finally we conclude this section with Taylor-expansions in 'fixed' 
parameters, appearing in f(x) (or JC) , because this type of expansions 
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may lead to useful approximations in situations, where other expansions 
do not so. 
We eiophasize here that a certain expansion may belong to more than one 
category. 
Suppose we have a dominated family of probability measures {f (x)} on 
IR (dominated with respect to Lebesgue-measure), where generally n € (R , 
then there exists a sequence {f.(x)} <= {f (x)} and a sequence {c.} , 
oo 
c. > 0 (V c.) and .E, c. = 1 , such that {f (x)} is dominated by 
1 — ï 1=1 1 n 
the probability measure X = E c. f. (Halmos & Savage (1949)). 
For a function f (x) of x , consider the following expansion: 
N 
n m= I mn tra Nn Nn 
We call E lp (x) an expansion of the function f (x) to the asymptotic 
sequence {cp } if 
mn m 
tP +. (x) = 0 (tp (x)) ) m+1 n mn 
> (X a.e.) 
rNn« " ° ^Nn(x)) 
as n -» «> (2.2) 
where cp (x) = 0 (cp (x)) means lim 
m+1 n mn n-»o 
m+I n 
«P,̂  (x) mn 
= 0 . A special 
case in (2.1) occurs when lp (x) = a <.p (x) ; a is the m-th 
mn mn m mn 
coëfficiënt of f (x) with respect to {ip (x)} . We apply expansions 
of type (2.1) in order to get approximations for (cumulative) density 
functions of stochastic variables or to simplify intricate density functions. 
If we only want to approximate moments of stochastic variables, we can 
sometimes apply the following expansion that is similar to (2.1). 
For a stochastic variable f (JC) , consider the expression 
f (x) = E cp (x) + r (x) 
n — m= l mn — Nn — 
(2.3) 
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where both the function and the (dimension of the) random variable (vector) 
x may depend on n . I tp (x) is an asymptotic expansion of the 
random variable f (x) if 
n — 
/ , ip , ( x ) \ 
ip J_. (x) - 0 (<p (x)) (n-»») •* lim F ( 1
 m , . — > e ) = 0 Ve > 0 m+1 n - p ^mn - nH0O \ | tp (x) - / 
>(2.4).-
At the end of section 4 we give an application of (2.3). 
In this paper we pay special attention to the class of orthogonal expansions, 
in which the (asymptotic) sequence {cp (x)} forms a set of orthogonal 
mn m 
polynomials, because the coefficients of the expansion for a density function 
f (x) appear as polynomials in the moments. We review some of the theory. 
We define a weight function w(x) on [a , b] (possibly (-00,00) ) and a 
scalar product < • > by 
b 
< f . g > = ƒ f(x) g(x) w(x) dx 
a 
1 
with corresponding norm II f II = (< f . f >) . Starting with polynomials 
^ co co 
{x }-_n we can construct a new set of polynomials {K.(x)}._n by using 
the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation procedure. These polynomials form an 
orthonormal basis of some function space, i.e. < K (x).K (x) > = 6 
m n mn 
(Kronecker delta). 
We now consider the expansion of the (density) function f(x) : 
f(x) = w(x) {cQ KQ(x) + c, Kj(x) + ... } . (2.5) 
The coefficients c. in (2.5) are obtained by 
b b 
ƒ f(x) K.(x) dx = ƒ w(x) I c. K.(x) K.(x) dx = c. , (2.6) 
a L a J J J x X 
which means that the coefficients are expressed in terms of the moments 
of a stochastic variable if f(x) is a density function. 
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If f(x)/w(x) belongs to the function space, spanned by {K.(x)} , 
then X w(x) c. K.(x) can be made arbitrarily close to f(x) by adding 
enough terms. Note however, that this property not necessarily holds true 
oo 
for asymptotic expansions: in (2.1) the series Z, cp (x) does not 
m= 1 mn 
need to converge for any x . In an asymptotic expansion a finite number 
of terms has the property to converge to the function f (x) when n 
grows indefinitely. Given an asymptotic expansion of some function f (x) 
there may be a 'minimum' error, which limits the achievable accuracy. 
Because of the fact that for a specific situation (thus for a given n) 
an asymptotic expansion may be too inaccurate, whatever number of terms 
is taken into account, it may be interesting to investigate Taylor-
series expansions. It is sometimes possible to derive a converging Taylor-
series expansion 
3 f (x ; 9 ) 
fn(x;e) = f n ( x ; e 0 ) + — ^ - J Q — — (e-e0) + ... , (2.7) 
where 0 is a vector of parameters. In (2.7) the dependence on n is 
not essential. Of course expression (2.7) is only useful if derivatives 
of f can be computed easily for some specific parameter value 6~ . 
Convergence properties have to be investigated for each specific case 
separately. The advantage of (2.7) in case of convergence is that accuracy 
of the expansion can be increased by adding terms. Similar arguments apply 
to stochastic variables. 
Exact (cumulative) density function of a RQFNV 
In this section we derive the exact density function (&f.) and cumulative 
density function (cdü.) of a RQFNV . We need this result in order to obtain 
certain asymptotic expansions in the next section. We also review some 
results for the exact d.f. (cd.f.) of a LCCDV , because the RQFNV we 
consider can always be transformed to a LCCDV. 
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A RQFNV , for which the normal variates have zero mean and any 
possibly singular covariance matrix, can always be transformed to a 
RQFNV 
r - K^ • (3.D 
— n_' B r[ 
where n ~ N (0 , I ) (an n-dimensional normal distribution with 
- n 
expectation 0 and scalar covariance matrix I ) and B positive semi-
definite. 
From (3.1) the cd.f. of r_ can be written as: 
Fr(q) = P O ^ A - q B ) ^ 0) - P( |j X x?( 1) < 0) = P (v < 0) , (3.2) 
2 . . . . 
where X-O) denotes a chi-square distributed variable with one degree 
of f reedom and where the X.'s are the eigenvalues of A-qB . 
J 
Now using the identity for cd. f. 
1 r e"itq F (q) = | - TT- J —ï-r—(p(t) dt , (principal value, p.v.), (3.3) w 2n R it 
where w is any stochastic variable, having a continuous d.f. and having 
characteristic function (c.f.) cp , we get for the cd.f. of r_ : 
F (q) = P (v < 0) = i - ~ ƒ J- |l - 2it (A-qB)|-idt (p.v.) = 
- IR 
= i ~ ~ ƒ -ft |I " 2itA|"i dt (p.v.) , (3.4) 
IR 
where A is a diagonal matrix with elements X. and 11 - 2 it (A-qB)| 
or 11 — 2 it A] is the c.f. of v . Obviously (3.4) is the same expres-
sion for the cd.f. of a LCCDV as the one, given by Imhof (1961). In order 
to compute F (q) we numerically integrate 
°° sin {J I arctg (X.u)} 
P(v<0) = \ - i= 1 T-TA du , (3.5) 
0 u n(l + AT u ) l 
which is equivalent to (3.4) (see e.g. Imhof (1961); numerical integration 
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of (3.4) has received attention of e.g. Koerts & Abrahamse (1969), 
L'Esperance, Chall & Taylor (1976), Farebrother (1980), Pan (1964), 
Davies (1973, 1980) and Palm & Sneek (1981)). 
The density function f (q) of r_ may be obtained by differentiating 
(3.4) with respect to q , to yield 
oo 
f (q) - i ƒ 11 - 2 it (A-qB)| _ i tr {B (I - 2 it(A-qB))"1 }dt , (3.6) 
provided differentiation under the integral is permitted. Given that the 
integrals in (3.5) and (3.6) have to be evaluated for each value of q 
which can be computationally demanding, it is interesting to investigate 
the properties of approximating functions. In section 4 we give an 
asymptotic expansion for f (q) , which converges (not surprisingly) to 
a normal density for n -* » if the matrices A and B are not too 
'ill-conditioned'. In addition to this we also give an asymptotic 
expansion of the density function of LCCDV , derived from the integral 
representation (3.3). 
Several authors give convergent series expansions for densities of LCCDV, 
see e.g. Krishnaiah (1980) and further references. From these expansions 
the exact d.f. or cd.f. of a RQFNV could be found as well. 
Up to this point it should be noted that computation of the exact density 
function of a RQFNV requires either the computation of the eigenvalues 
of a matrix or the evaluation of many determinants, so approximating 
formulae may be rather convenient for large values of n when budget 
restrictions on computer time exist. 
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4 . A p p r o x i m a t i o n s t o t h e d . f . a n d c . d . f . o f RQFNV a n d of LCCDV 
In t h i s s e c t i o n we s t a r t w i t h t h e expans ion of a d . f . f ( x ) of a 
s t o c h a s t i c v a r i a b l e (vec to r ) x to t he sequence of f u n c t i o n s 
{w(x) c K (x )} and c o n s i d e r t h e e x p r e s s i o n 
m m m 
N 
f ( x ) = w(x) Z c K (x) + r (x) ( 4 . 1 ) 
m= 1 m m N 
We only give numerical results for _x to the case of RQFNV or LCCDV. 
Obviously the usefulness of (4.1) depends on the characteristics of w(x), 
{c } , {K (x)} and r„(x) . Special attention is paid to the case, 
m m W 
where the dependence of f(x) upon some parameter n (usually, but not 
necessarily, the number of 'observations') is exploited. This case typically 
leads to asymptotic expansions (section 2). 
In choosing the function w(x) and the sequence {K (x)} we consider two 
kinds of alternatives. 
Firstly, we may be able to derive from the exact d.f. f(x) an asymptotic 
expansion for the exact d.f. f(x) , in which w(x) and {K (x)} appear 
m 
in a natural way. In these circumstances the function w(x) usually is 
the asymptotic density, i.e. the d.f. f(x) if some parameters tends to 
infinity. 
Secondly, we may choose w(x) such, that it 'looks like f(x) ' . The logic 
behind this choice lies in perceiving the c K (x) as corrections on 
m m 
w(x) towards f(x) . If we know that JC tends to a normally distributed 
variable, then a normal density function for w(x) may be appropriate, 
but other functions w(x) are not necessarily worse. In this strategy 
one does not have to make use of parameters, which tend to some value. 
On the other hand, other parameters may serve as well as a basis for con-
structing the sequence {w(x) K (x)} ; we give an example of this in 
section 6 . 
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According to our first alternative we begin with deriving asymptotic 
expansions for the d.f. (cd.f) of £ and v_ from their integral 
representations (section 3 ) . 
Typically for RQFNV and LCCDV, we are faced with an integrand, which is 
'condensed' mainly around zero, this feature becoming more pronounced as 
the number of observations increases. In addition, the integrands 
have a power series expansion around zero; the radius of convergence 
of these series moves 'slowly' towards zero (this is because restrictions 
have to be imposed on the random variables). As a consequence we get the 
following result for r. 
f (q) = J L - t r B (_ b J m (_b) trBC™ / 2 ^ ( 4 < 2 ) 
L \/2¥ v/2tr C2 2 m _ 0 m t r B \ t r C
2/ 
M 
F (q) M - i / exp(-̂ t2) S i ^ b t ) dt - JL expHb2)I„ aj-\)m~\ , (b) , 
_r IR ^ V2TT m -1 m m ' 
(4.3) 
I 2 
where b = tr C / V2tr C , a can be found easily (see appendix), 
tr M means the tracé of a matrix M , C = A - qB and H is the m-th 
m 
Chebyshev-Hermite polynomial (see e.g. Kendall & Stuart (1976)). 
It should be noted that (4.3) is essentially an approximation of the c d . f . 
of a LCCDV evaluated at zero, while (4.2) is an approximation of the d.f. 
of a RQFNV. A problem, associated with both expressions is that they do 
not necessarily give rise to a proper d.f. or c d . f . Expression (4.2) is 
always non-negative if only the first term is retained, but integration 
over the range of q does not have to yield + 1 . On the other hand, 
expression (4.3) is not always strictly non-decreasing. We shall reconsider 
these points in section 5, where we present the numerical results. 
From (4.2) it is clear that under mild conditions _r tends to a 
.T f tr A . t r
2 A /tr A 2 . tr B 2 2tr AB \ \ , . „ . , _ • N V t T T »• 2 "TT \7T- + TT- ~ trAtrB ) ^«tribution. v tr B '•tr A tr B J ' 
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For the variable v we get: 
f (x) = — - = L = = expf- | V ) Ln b ( - O m H (-) (4.4) 
^ ^ v / T t T ? V a2- / m =° m m a 
and 
b „ 
s in u — , / 2\ M „ s i n u — . / ^\ M 
F (x) = 1 - 4 - ƒ exp(-Ju 2 ) — ^ du + - i = exp - | M l „ c (- l )
m - 1H (f) , 
(4.5) 
where b /a = ( - x + t r A ) / v 2 t r A and the numbers b and c can be 
m m 
found in a simple way (see appendix). In the appendix the result is 
generalized to the density of a linear combination of not necessarily 
central chi-square distributed variables. 
If the variable v_ is standardized, then comparing (4.4) with (4.1) gives 
w(x) . as a Standard normal density; actually (4.4) is the Edgeworth expan-
sion of f(x) , which we will meet again fchrough our second 'alternative'. 
Having established asymptotic expansions out of the exact density function 
of the variables, we now will give a few expansions based on a priori 
chosen w(x) and {K (x)} , with {K (x)} being an orthonormal system 
m m m 
with respect to the weight function w(x) (see section 2). 
A familiar type of asymptotic expansions arises when w(x) is the normal 
density function, namely the Gram-Charlier or Edgeworth series of type A 
(which are rearrangements of each other). Other interpretations of these 
series are possible (see e.g. Wallace (1958) and Kendall & Stuart (1976) 
with further references). Related to these expansions are the Cornish-Fisher 
expansions, which express quantile points in known quantities (see e.g. 
Hill & Davis (1968)). 
Writing a(x) for the Standard normal density function and having stan-
dardized the variable x , the Gram-Charlier and Edgeworth expansion are 
respectively 
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fx(x) = a(x) {1 + iy3H3(x) + ̂ -(M 4 -3) H4(x) + ... } , (4.6) 
and 
fx(x) = a(x) { 1 + | K 3 H 3 ( X ) + ( ^ 4 H 4 ( x ) + ^ H 6 ( x ) ) + ... } , (4.7) 
where y. is the i-th moment about the mean, K. is the i-th cumulant 
1 ï 
and H. is the i-th Chebyshev-Hermite polynomial (see for more elaborated 
expansions e.g. Kendall & Stuart (1976), Hill & Davis (1968), Fisher & 
Cornish (1960) and Abramowitz & Stegun (1970) ) . 
When considering a foraal expansion like (4.7) the following points should 
be kept in mind: 
1. is (4.7) actually an asymptotic expansion in the sense that a finite 
number of terms converges to the exact d.f. of x if some parameter 
n tends to infinity, or is it just an expansion in Hermite polynomials? 
2. is (4.7) a convergent series for one or more values of x , which means 
that the adiing of terms improves the approximation, or is it a 
diverging series? 
3. how can we compute the moments or cumulants, appearing in the series? 
4. how good an approximation of the d.f. of a stochastic variable x is 
obtained by a finite number of terms of the series? 
As for the variable v it should be noted that expansion (4.7) coincides 
with expansion (4.4), from which we can conclude that in this case we have 
a non-converging asymptotic expansion. 
As for the variable r_ , if it is known that r_ is finite with probability 
1 and if e.g. f is continuous and of bounded variation, then expansion 
(4.7) converges everywhere to f (x) (see Cramer (1926)). Furthermore, if 
r tends to a normally distributed variable, then it is also an asymptotic 
expansion. 
In the next section we present some numerical results and discuss the quality 
and precision of the expansions, discussed in this section. 
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e~|xl 
For a second expansion for the d.f. of y_ we have used w(x) = — r — 
-|x| This choice does not result in an asymptotic expansion (e /2 is not 
the limiting density of v) , but for small or moderately large values of 
—Ixl 'n ' the tails of e /2 may be better than those of the normal weight 
-lx2 r-
function e / V2TT . The resulting series is 
2 , w „ ,3 _ , O„N . „ ,J> _ 336 2 ̂ _ 432, ̂  \ e~
|Xl / «. ,  JJU . ,JA 
fv(x) = — ^ — ( CQ
 + ci x + c2^ x ~ 2) + c3^ x ~ 12x) + c4^ x "TÖ~X + TÖ~^ + " " j 
(4.8) 
where c_ = y' 
Cj = yj/2 
c2 = (}i£ - 2 y^/20 
c3 = (ŷ  - 12 y|)/432 
c4 
_ O _ 136 432 \ (\7\6^8\ 
~ \y4 10" y2 + 1 0 " M0,/ ' V 10 ) 
with y' = E v 
m — 
We have examined formula (4.8) for the situation that v arose through 
(3.2) from autocorrelations in ARMA-models, because then for some models 
only a few X.'s in (3.2) dominate the whole series (especially for 'AR-
like' models), making asymptotic expansions of v possibly worthless. 
Before giving numerical results we like to comment on the computation of 
the moments of v , needed in (4.7) or (4.6), in the case of autocorrelations 
in ARMA-models. Although it is possible to obtain exact moments of r_ 
(see De Gooijer (1980)), their computation is rather cumbersome. It seems 
therefore necessary to use approximations for these moments, which we 
obtain by extending in some sense the results of Kendall (1954). 
Assume that the two quadratic forms x. , x„ with x„ > 0 (although 
this is not necessary) , have expectation E x_ = 0 , E x~ = 0„ and 
let g(_x, > x-)) = x, / x„ . Developing the function g(x. , x„) in a Taylor 
series around (0. , 0„) gives 
X 0 
— = T̂ - {1 + B.H1 ~ B, + B20 + ... + (-1)
N_1 B^"1 + r„ .} , (4.9) 
£ 6„ —1 —2 —2 —2 —N-l 
where B. = and r_, , = — ; =— . If n , the number of —ï 9. —N-l 1 + B„ 
1 —2 
variables in the quadratic forms, goes to infinity, then in most applica-
tions B. -» 0 (lim P (IB.I > e) = 0 , V e > 0 ) , s o (4.9) is an asymptotic 
—ï p n-*» '—i' 
N . . 
expansion, defined in (2.3). It is clear that lim E JB2 is not fimte, 
so (4.9) is a non-converging expansion. Therefore ideally one should cut 
off (4.9) before the term, for which 
is minimal with respect to N 
(1 + B ) B!J 
E 
1 + B 2 
In the case of quadratic forms in normal variables one can then compute an 
-1 
approximation of E — (see Magnus & Neudecker (1979) or Magnus (1978)). 
-2 
Obviously the same type of argument can be used to obtain higher order 
moments of r_ . In the next section we present some numerical results. 
When using (4.9) we retain terms up to quadratic and up to cubic in B. 
Some numerical results 
In this section we present some numerical results and indicate the useful-
ness of several approximations in some specific situations. We begin with 
the results for RQFNV , but some considerations on LCCDV are inevitable, 
as some approximations are based on the transformation of a RQFNV into a 
LCCDV through (3.2). 
a. RQFNV 
As specific RQFNV we have chosen the k-th order sample autocorrelation 
r for a series of n observations that is normally distributed and 
generated by an ARMA process (see e.g. Box & Jenkins (1970)). 





y ) y - y ) 
k n _ o 
where {y,, .... y } is a time series realisation of size n , can be 
• M n 
written as a RQFNV: r£ = n'An/n'A-n (see e.g. Palm & Sneek (1981)). 
We report results for k = 1 , 2 , because these autocorrelations are 
usually very important for the model identification in time series analysis, 
and for k = 5 in order to give some indication of the quality of the 
approximations in the case of autocorrelations at higher lags. The sample 
size is fixed at n = 30 and n = 50 respectively. We have computed the 
exact cd.f. of r, and the approximations of this function in points 
x , where x is taken such that the exact probability PrOr < x) = a 
with a = .025 , .050 , .95 and .975 respectively, because these 
values are commonly used in hypothesis testing. During the search of x 
for a given value of a , where use was made of an approximation for the 
exact cd.f., the integration and truncation for evaluating (3.5) were 
fixed at e = .001 in the first and second iteration and at e = .0001 
in the following iterations. The search stopped when |Pr (r, £ x) - a| <^ 
5 e , which resulted in immediate stopping in a few cases for n = 50 . 
We report further in the column headed 'Kend' the 
first term of the Edgeworth expansion (4.7) of the d.f. of r^ , which 
is a normal approximation. For the expectation and variance appearing 
implicitly in (4.7) we used as an approximation, writing _r, = 2C /x_ 
(see (4.9)) 
E 4 n ) * ^ E (i -h*2 + é -= E i i n ) <5-'> 
2 
var r£n) = -j E ° + ^ " * -1 -2 + 3 - ^ " ̂  ^ ' (5,2) 
92 
Expressed in traces of the matrices A and An (5.1) and (5.2) become 





 t r \ f, 2 t r A k A 0 . 2 t r A 0 
-k t r A 
1 : - = — ~ - + t r il t r A„ . 2 
O t r AQ 
<»> • ! L ^ r f ü ^ ü ! ^ 4trAkAo r 2 t r 4 2trAkAo \ 
^ ^ t r 2 A 0 U r \ tr
2AQ
 t r \ t r A 0 V ^ t r ^ t r ^ J 
(5,3) 
(5.4) 
The matrices A, and A can be found explicitly in De Gooijer (1980) 
or Palm & Sneek (1981). 
In (5.1) and (5.2) we have retained all terms up to quadratic terms in 
{Bi. , B„} . However, in this way it is not possible to obtain third or 
higher order moments (or cumulants) of r, because the magnitude of 
these moments is of the same order as the neglected terms in the expansion. 
We therefore also computed the columns headed 'Exp' and 'Var' , which are 
the following approximations: 
Ei4n) * ^ E (1 -Bj B ^ B ^ B , B 2 - ^ ) E £r<n> (5.5) 
02 
var r£n) = -i E (1 + B2 - 4B,B2 + 3B
2 - 2B2B2 + 6BjB
2 - 4^) - E 2 r£n) (5.6) 
As argued before in (4.9), the approximations (5.5) and (5.6) are not 
necessarily better than (5.1) and (5.2) for n = 30 or n = 50 , although 
they are superior asymptotically. Frora the tables it can be seen immediate-
ly that indeed (5.5) and (5.6) are inadmissible for our cases (sometimes 
the variance turns out to be negative) and therefore it is useless to 
compute third order moments of r, in this way (obviously one can 
compute a normal approximation of the d.f. of r, from the columns 
'Exp' and 'Var' analogous to 'Kend'), 
.00 In column 'ƒ (4.2) ' we have approximated the cd.f. of r, by integra-
ting formula (4.2) with M = 0 . As (4.2) usually does not represent 
a density function, we searched for an interval [x .x.] around the 
expectation of r̂  , covering an area of .985 and such that arguments, 
—Ie 
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for which the function in (4.2) has high values, were first put into the 
interval. 
In the remaining columns a different principle of approximation is involved, 
because the RQFNV is via (3.3) transforaed into a LCCDV, for which we then 
approximate the cd.f. In the column 'ƒ (4.3) ' this is done by evaluating 
expression (4.3), integrating over {t | |tl < 3} and neglecting a 
(m > 3) . 
In the columns headed 'LCCDV1 ' , 'LCCDV2 ' and 'LCCDV3 ' we have integrated 
expression (4.7) up to the first, second and third term respectively. 
Finally in the columns 'Dexpl ' and 'Dexp2 ' we have integrated up to the 
first, respectively the second term of the series, resulting from (4.8) 
when the LCCDV v is standardized such, that c = c„ = 0 . For none of 
the results in the table it is necessary to compute the eigenvalues, occurring 
in (3.3), because we only need powers of eigenvalues, summed over all eigen-
values, which can be computed directly from the matrices in numerator and 
denominator. 
As can be seen immediately from the tables, the approximations, based on 
transformation (3.3) are insufficiently accurate. This is due to the fact 
2 
that a few eigenvalues X. dominate the whole series X X . Y- 0 ) , and 
3 3-3 
we therefore conclude that approximations, based on transformation of a 
RQFNV into a LCCDV in the case of sample autocorrelations in ARMA models 
do not deserve further investigation. 
The columns 'Kend' and 'ƒ (4.2) ' clearly give the best approximations. 
For the series, generated by the AR models and also the one, generated by 
the mixed model y, = .9 y, , + a - ,3 a,. , , the column 'Kend' is too 
—t —t-1 —t t-1 
inaccurate for n = 30 and n = 50 . Perhaps adding further terms in the 
Edgeworth expansion may improve the approximations, but at this moment no 
satisfactory method is available to approximate the corresponding coeffi-
cients. For the model y = . 9 y ^ 1 + a - . 6 a , the column 'Kend' is 
—t — t-l —t —t-l 
satisfactory for n = 50 . 
- 17 
In the column 'Edgew' in table 5 we give for a few models the approxima-
tions, obtained from the first term in the Edgeworth expansion (4.7), 
using exact values for the first and second moments of r, . The exact 
values of the moments needed to compute the coefficients of the Edgeworth 
expansion have been kindly provided by J.de Gooijer. For a description on 
how to compute the exact values of the moments, the reader is referred to 
De Gooijer (1980). 
We tentatively conclude that for series, generated by an MA model, the 
first term in the Edgeworth expansion of the d.f. of _r is a satisfac-
tory approximation to the d.f. of r, . For higher order autocorrelations 
in these models the approximations are excellent, provided that the 
coefficients (or equivalently the first and second moment of _r, ) are 
approximated well enough. For series, generated by an AR-proces, more 
terms in the Edgeworth expansion are necessary, especially at lower lags. 
For the column 'ƒ (4.2)' the situation is as yet unclear. A problem is 
the location of the approximating cd.f., because (4.2) is not a proper 
d.f. (its probability mass exceeds 1 in all cases that we investigated). 
We have searched for an shortest interval [x„ , x.] , such that the probabi-
lity mass over the interval equals .985 , and then we defined the cd.f. 
at xn to be zero. Probably this procedure can be improved upon, implying 
a change (translation) in the columns 'ƒ (4.2)' of approximately .015 or 
less. It should be noted that, for MA models, the differences between four 
consecutive values in the colums 'ƒ (4.2)' are almost as they should be, 
indicating that (4.2) is able to approximate the d.f. of £, reasonably 
well. For AR and mixed models the approximations, based on (4.2) are too 
unreliable. They did not improve by adding further terms of the expansion. 
Perhaps an expansion, similar to (4.2), but obtained by collecting terms 
in a different way may be better; we have not investigated this numerically, 
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b. L C C D V 
So far the asymptotic expansions for LCCDV, resulting from some specific 
RQFNV, turned out to be rather unsatisfactory. The reason for this 
phenomenon is that the eigenvalues X. , appearing in (3.3), are 
dominated by a few of them in most cases and therefore asymptotic theory 
may break down. 
In this paper we do not intend to investigate extensively under which 
conditions on the values X. the approximations become reasonable. Just 
as an example we have generated two sets of 30 X.'s from an N(0 , 1) 
J 3 0 2 
distribution and report some results about the cd.f. of w = .£, X. Y-O) 
in Table 6. 
In table 6 the meaning of the first 7 colums is similar to corresponding 
columns in table 1-4 . The column 'ƒ (a.6)' is an approximation based on 
(a.6) (see appendix) , neglecting b for m >_ 4 and 'J (a.6) 2 ' is 
the same approximation, but now neglecting b for m >_ 5 . Integration 
and truncation errors are fixed at e = .0001 when we evaluated (3.5). 
In integrating numerically expression (a.6) the integration error is fixed 
at e = .0001 and the area of integration is taken as {u I |u| < f / X } 
° ' — max 
with X = max {IX. I} and f = 1.5 . We have taken f = 1.5 
max j=l,30 J 
because numerical results, concerning the first set of X. , suggested 
that this value of f was better than f = 1. , a value suggested by 
theory (appendix). It should be noted that the approximations are more 
satisfactory for the first set of X. than the approximations for the 
second set, except for the columns 'Dexpl' and 'Dexp2'. This is probably due to 
the fact that in the first set the values of X. are more regularly distributed 
than those in the second set. 
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Some concluding remarks 
In this paper we presented some approximations for the cumulative density 
function (cd.f.) and the density function (d.f.) of ratios of quadratic 
forms in normal variables and of linear combinations of chi-square distri-
buted variables. Most of these approximations are asymptotic expansions, 
which implies that the achievable accuracy may be inherently limited and 
that adding terms of the expansion may deteriorate the quality of the 
approximat ion. 
The major aim was to see how well the cd.f. (d.f.) of sample autocorrela-
tions r\ in ARMA-models can be approximated in finite samples (we 
have taken n = 30 and n = 50 observations). 
Our first conclusion is that for these models the transformation of RQFNV 
into a LCCDV leads to very poor approximations and that this transformation 
is recommended only in combination with the computation of the exact cd.f. 
of the resulting LCCDV. 
This conclusion leaves us with only two expansions. The first of these 
is based on expression (4.2). It seems to be able to represent the d.f. 
of r, for low values of k in MA-models quite well, it was reasonable 
for the AR(1) model y_ = .9 y,r-l
 + — t- ' ̂ u t ^n m^ x e^ models it may be 
bad. Unfortunately the accuracy of the approximation is not improved 
by adding terms of the expansion. A further problem is that the total 
probability mass of (4.2) exceeds 1 in all cases we investigated. 
The most promising approximation is based on the Edgeworth expansion of 
the d.f. of r, , which is convergent. At this moment, however, there 
is still no satisfactory way to compute approximations for the coefficients 
in the expansion, except for those cases, in which only one term of the 
expansion suffices (e.g. in MA-models or 'MA-like' models). In AR-models 
the approximation of one term of the expansion is quite bad, even if the 
exact values of the coefficients are used. We therefore plead to compute 
- 26 -
the exact cd.f. of r, for these models, even for n = 50 observations, 
We think that there are two promising ways of further research. 
First, the exact cd.f. (d.f.) of r. can be developed as a function 
—K. 
of the ARMA parameters or the theoretical autocorrelations according to 
expression (2.7). This leads to complicated expressions like (3.4), but 
having only once evaluated them (numerically) for a given n , one can 
store them in tabular form. Second, as the Edgeworth expansion of the 
cd.f. (d.f.) of r, is convergent, one can search for good approxima-
tions for the higher order moments of r, , needed for the coefficients 
of the Edgeworth expansion. A possibility may be a Taylor expansion of 
r, , analogous to (2.7). 
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Appendix 
In this appendix we derive some asymptotic formulae for the (cumulative) 
density functions of RQFNV and LCCDV out of their integral representations. 
Let e be a symmetrie neighbourhood around zero and suppose the following 
conditions to be satisfied: 
(i) there exists a power series representation of the integrand around 
zero, which is valid on at least e , 
(ii) if some parameter (or the number of observations) is growing 
indefinitely, then integration of the integrand outside e is 
approaching zero. 
We derive the asymptotic formulae only for the LCCDV, as this example 
sufficiently demonstrates the principles involved. 
n 2 2 2 
Let w = .T \ . x- O » 6.) , where x- O » 'S.) means a chi-square 
distributed variable with one degree of freedom and non-centrality para-
2 
meter 6. . The characteristic function ip(t) of w is: 
cp(t) = J1 d-2i Xr t)"* exp {i E (^Vft)} = ^') 
= |l-2it A.|~̂  exp {it.tr (A D (I - 2it A)"1)} , 
where A and D are two diagonal matrices with main diagonal elements 
2 
X , resp. 6 . Let e be the neighbourhood around zero, for which 
|it A | < 1 (r = 1, ..., n) . On e we have the following relations: 
— 1 °° m m 
( I - i t A) = I n ( i t )
m Am ( a . 2 ) 
m=0 
i n °° / • *. \ ^ 
I I - i t Al~2 = exp {- | I . l og (1 - i tX )} = exp \ Z. u t ; t r Am . ( a . 3 ) i i f r = i & r ' ^ ^ m=l m 
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For the density function f (x) of w we now get: 
co . 
f w (x ) = - ^ ƒ | l - 2 i t A | ~
2 exp { i t . t r [ A D ( I - 2 i t A ) " 1 ] } exp ( - i t x ) d t = 
— —oo 
. co / • \TH co . , . , 
= 4^- J exp {+ 4 ^ j m
/ t r A + 4 JEIQ ( ï u ) t r (D A ) - | i u x} du 
-7— ƒ exp {- 4 u ( t r D A ) + i u ( - J x + 4 t r D A + 4 t r A) } 
e 
oo 
x exp {I Z„ a ( i u ) } du 
m=3 m 
= -7— ƒ exp (~4 u a + i u b) exp (4 Z» a ( i u ) ) du 
-r- ƒ exp (-4 t 2 + i t - ) E_ b ( i t ) m d t 
4ïïa , F l a m=0 m 
1 r , , . 2 . . . K M , . . Nm ƒ exp (-4 t + i t •-) Z_ b ( i t )  d t = 
4na -00 a m=0 m 
exp (-4 ^ ) I n ( - 0 b H ( - ) r •* 2 m=0 m m a 
2v /2na 2 a 
, , ( x - t r D A - t r A ) \ M m b 
exp <|-4 5 ] m=0 ^ ^ ~ ™ ^ ' '
& ^ 
/ 2TT ( 4 a 2 ) 4 a 
2 m m a 
where H means t h e m-th Chebyshev-Hermite p o l y n o m i a l , 
/ ' t r A , _ „m\ ~ . „ ,2 . , 2 . -4m , , 
= + t r D A , a = a ( t r DA •+ \ t r A ) 2 and a and 
\ m / ' m m ^ m 
a 
m 
b, are related by 
CO OO 
exp (4 ZQ a ( i u ) } = I „ b ( i u ) 
v m=3 m m=0 m 
( i . e . b Q = 1 , b j = b 2 = 0 , b 3 = 4 a 3 , b^ = 4 a^ , b 5 = 4 &5 , 
2 
t>6 = 4 a 6 + i a 3 , b ? = 4 a ? + 4 a 3 a^ e t c . ) 
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Expression (1.4) is asymptotically correct if e.g. a -» 0 (m >̂  3) 
and | b/a| -» <» if n -» °° . Obviously the density function f is then 
— n 2 
approaching a normal density with expectation (trDA+trA) = I X (6 +1) 
2 n 2 2 
and variance 4 tr D A = 2 I, X (2 6 + 1) . 
r=l r r 
It should be noted that we extended the range of integration from e' to 
IR only for the sake of getting analytic expressions and certainly not for 
the sake of improving the approximation. Especially when numerical integra-
tion is applied this range of integration should not be extended and 
moreover, it is better then to retain more of those terms of X a (iu) 
m 
in the exponent, which improve the convergence properties. 
For the cumulative density function F (x) we can integrate expression 
w 
(a.4) to get an asymptotic expression. A better possibility is to start 
with the integral representation of F (x) and to apply the same principles, 
as the integrand in this case is even more favourable (a convergence factor 
in the denominator): 
co -ltX 
F (x) = i-Tï— f -•—'• dt (principal value = p.v.) (a.5) 
w zn JQO it 
(see e.g. Kendall & Stuart ( )) 
Using (a.4) and (a.5) we get e.g.: 
F (x) = \ --=-- ƒ — exp {- \ u - \ i u - + i u - + | a , ( i u ) } x w 2n £? i u v i a a 3 
x (1 + Z, b ( i u ) m ) du ( p . v . ) = 
m=4 m 
i °? 2 s i n ( - i u ^ + u . - - 4 a 3 u ) Mj 
= ï-4= ƒ exp ( - J u ) ( 1 + J o b„ ( i u ) / m ) d u + 
2Tt _oo u m=z 2m 
1 °° 2 h 3 M ' ~ 2 
+ 2 ï ï J r o
e X p H u ) c o s ( - i u f + u I - i a 3 u ) ml2*2m+\
iiu) ™ d u ' ( a > 6 ) 
where 1 + Z . b ( i u ) = exp {5 '£, a ( i u ) } . An a l t e r n a t i v e e x p r e s s i o n m=4 m * L m = 4 m 
i s , a r r a n g i n g t h e terms i n a d i f f e r e n t way: 
30 
F (x) = I --z- ƒ -7— exp ( - | u - \ iu—+ iu— ) (1 + I 0 c ( i u ) ) du ( p . v . ) = w 2n gi iu a a m=3 m 
•5 u— + u— . 
= £ - - Ö T ƒ exp ( - | u ) du + 
s m ( - j - ) 
+ J_ exp t_4 £ - I f )
2 } JL c H . ( | - i f ) (-l)m ' , (a.7) 
./KIT a a m=j m m-1 a a 
where 1 + I „ c ( i u ) = exp (5 I „ a ( i u ) ) 
m=j m m=J m 
F i n a l l y , f o r t h e d . f . f (x) of r_ , d e f i n e d i n ( 3 . 6 ) we g e t : 
1 OO / • ._ \ ^ OO 
1 f „.._ n ^ U t ) „ „ „ m , v . . . .ni , ü n m * , ( * ) = 7 ^ / e x P <* - i i - ~ - t r C ï „Sn ( i t > t r (B(T) d t = 
2 
r 4TT -̂ m=l m m=0 
J - t r 7 C 1 M m t r B G f f _ 2 _ Y
m / t r C ^ 
V 2 T T \ / 2 t r C 2 L 4 t r C J x t r C y V 2 t r C ' 




where C = A - xB and for the cd.f. of r : 
' , « * * - £ f Tt«*{» i i ^ « ^ l ' 
M • 1 I r / 1 ^2 . s i n ( b t ) ,. 1 , , , 2 , *f , ,>.m-l „ ,, ^ 
= £ - - 2 - J exp ( - i t ) 1 d t - — e x p ( - i b ) m | 3 a m ( - D H ^ C b ) , 
(a.9) 
I 2 
where b = t r C / \ / 2 t r C and 
J , T . ( i t ) . _ m ( 2 \ I . exp I , - — — t r C y f = 1 v l m=3 m v 2 / J 
+ I „ a ( i t ) 
' t r C • 
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